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We agree with the high level methodology used by the Activists, but do not agree with the 
way certain variables were used in the model. The Activists’ approach to assess house
prices with or without damages was flawed particularly for the way distance variable was 
used in the estimate. We will explain in more details in the next few slides how we believe 
the distance variable from Acton should be addressed.
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Quadratic relationship in model for distance variable also ensures that distance variable has 
largest impact on house prices with or without damages, which are believed to be realistic 
when holding other attributes constant. 

Because we assume that if a house is ten or more miles from Acton, then the pollutant is 
gone, the expected price of a house calculated from the hedonic regression with distance 
set to ten miles and all other values set to those in the data gives the expected price of the 
house were the pollutant gone.
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In addition to transforming distance from Acton site, we also transformed Nox content by 
multiplying by 100 then squared to provide a strong correlation to house prices. Reference: 
Harrison and Rubinfeld (1978), “Hedonic Housing Prices and the Demand for Clean Air,” 
Journal of Environmental Economic Management 5, 81–102.
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_10_dista1_2 = (10-dista1)^2
NOx2 = (lnoxo*100)^2

Most variables along with coefficients make sense (positive or negative relationships match 
intuition and common beliefs). An unusual relationship is NOx level, where the coefficient 
indicates higher Nox correlates to higher house prices which is counter-intuitive. However, 
taking a closer look at data reveals that most houses with higher NOx happen to be located 
further from Acton, therefore resulting in the positive correlation. This confirms that Acton 
site effect outweighs other factors and possibly indicate that Acton site is located in 
comparably lower NOx concentration region. 
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Good p-values, better R2.
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Not so good p-values for dista1 (further proves weak fit), and ln3.
R square not as good as ours.
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